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KEENELAND, FALL 2016 MEET 
DAY 14: Wednesday, October 26 
 
 
RACE ONE: 
BAJAN CASH is the stronger half of the Ken Ramsey entry, although he’ll 
have to rate a little bit to win this race, as there’s plenty of early speed 
assembled. Son of Speightstown dropped to this class level to get his 
maiden score at Ellis, and he gets in light with the bug girl Katie Clawson 
named to ride; never off the board from three lifetime starts and you get 
DATTS ARTIES BOY too. GORILLA PANIC broke his maiden at first asking 
over the synthetic at Arlington for a slick outfit, and he’s a colt that acts 
like he can rate behind anticipated hot early splits and finish. Unproven on 
dirt; coupled with the speedy SPITTINTUMBLEWEEDS. 
SILVERDOLLARDREAMS didn’t show much when stepping up in class in 
his first starts against winners at Churchill, where he finished last, beaten 
12 lengths. He may not have cared for the “good” surface that day and 
catches a soft crew in this spot; Marker/Geroux at overlaid odds. ON THE 
LAM’s form has been poor of late, but he’s one of three horses in the race 
with experience against winners and he drops down in class to catch a 
weak bunch. His best past form has been over a synthetic surface in wire-
to-wire fashion, and he’s beaten one horse in a pair of recent dirt starts; 
hooks other speed if sent—minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1(POE)-2b(POE)-3-5 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
I’ll give a slight edge to the consistent THATCHER STREET in this 
competitive “three other than” allowance heat on the grass. Street Sense 
gelding—like several entrants in this spot—returns to the allowance ranks, 
and he may have needed his last outing at Kentucky Downs off nearly a 
two-month layoff. He comes in fresh again, but has been training forwardly 
during his down time and may be at his best going nine furlongs on grass; 
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gets a ground-saving trip. GO AROUND fended off the top choice going a 
sixteenth of a mile shorter back in February at Gulfstream, and he’s 
another consistent type whose past form in the allowance ranks has been 
sharp. It’s a little disconcerting that he couldn’t get the job done in 
Minnesota in his last start at 90 cents on the dollar, but he’s capable of a 
winning effort off the sidelines; he’s a half-brother to graded turf stakes 
winner Go Between. GRANNY’S KITTEN’s form improved markedly with 
the addition of blinkers five starts back, where he won a second-tier 
allowance race over a “soft” Keeneland turf course by a grizzly nose. His 
lone win sense has been against state-bred rivals at Parx, but this colt is 
part of the Ramsey/Maker juggernaut; contender. Every now and then, 
DAC can jump up an run a big race at long odds, evidenced by his nose 
score vs. a salty bunch in Louisville back in July at nearly 10-1, but he may 
be better on grass at a trip shorter than nine furlongs. He probably will 
appreciate the freshening off a steady 2015–16 campaign, however; useful 
in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-4-7 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
BELLAMY TORCH doesn’t fit the profile of a horse I normally like to back—
vulnerable favorite that finds ways to get in trouble in a race—however this 
is a soft group of $15K maiden claimers.  She is still eligible for 
improvement in the third start of her current form cycle, and she will 
appreciate the stretch-out around two-turns in this spot being a daughter 
of Bellamy Road out of a Tapit mare. Maybe she gets a clean trip this time 
on or near the lead in a paceless route race; can’t see Mott barn getting 
shutout at the meet; choice. DELIAH was well beaten in her only dirt start 
for Wayne Catalano’s outfit, but she descends in class in this spot and her 
best form in the past has been in two-turn races; 5-1 on the morning line. 
INDIAN OAKS is another who drops in class after showing a bit more early 
pop with blinkers in her last outing only to stop in the stretch drive. She 
stretches out around two-turns in this spot and jockey Chris Landeros 
stays; best effort yields minor award. LADY OF OPINION takes a big class 
drop off a lackluster effort in her last start at Indiana Downs 15 days ago, 
but will try the main track for the fist time in this event; more interested 
as the price increases. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-6-9-4 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
QUICK STUDY finished well in her first start off a layoff going short on the 
dirt at Hawthorne, and has a license to move forward off that effort in this 
spot. She figures to stalk an anticipated hot pace and she may be a bit 
better on dirt. She was narrowly beaten for all the money the last time 
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Rocco was in the boot; loving 6-1 morning line odds. REALITY IS GREAT 
has won three races but is eligible for this non-winners of three lifetime 
condition because she’s a three-year-old filly (same holds true for 
TWIRLABOUT). All three of her lifetime wins have been on the main track, 
so she will appreciate the surface change, and she’s a perfect one-for-one 
on the dirt at Keeneland gamely defeating open $30K claiming types in 
Lexington back in the spring; formidable. CAROLINA JASMINE’s tactical 
speed will serve her well in this sprint, and she’s been in pretty good form 
this year having finished in the money in four of six starts. She has been 
one-paced in the lane in her past two outings at low odds in Indiana, but 
will be dangerous here if she can run back to her effort vs. allowance 
company at Ellis Park over the summer; on the fringes. SUGAR DEVIL 
exits Indiana-bred company, but ran well in her lone start vs. open rivals. 
She’s a need-the-lead type in a race that figures to have honest early splits; 
Phil Sims barn is firing at a 31 percent clip this meet; hangs on for part 
with best effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-3-9 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
UNTAPPED—a full sister to the champion Untapable—is the controlling 
speed in this paceless two-turn maiden allowance heat that drew a full field 
of 12 juvenile fillies. Chestnut made all the pace in her career debut and 
was only beaten a length and three-quarters for the win at a one-turn mile 
trip in Louisville. Like the fact that Valadorna came back out of that race to 
win; tighter this time—the one to fear at 8-5 on the morning line. MY 
EKATI CAT hit her best stride too late in a sprint at Churchill in her career 
debut, and she stretches out around two-turns in this affair. Not crazy 
about the wide post draw, but she’s bred—on top—to like the added ground 
and is a juicy 10-1 on the morning line; playable. CLEVER SERVE has 
improved in each start off the freshening for trainer Neil Howard, and 
rallied from well off the pace over a surface that hasn’t been kind to closers 
all meet in her last start to finish second at nearly 91-1. Odds won’t be 
close to that price today, but further improvement is likely. RING ME UP 
has run well in both her previous starts and may have been spinning her 
wheels a bit over a wet-fast surface in her latest start at Churchill Downs. 
She’s bred top and bottom to love the stretch out around two turns and is 
sitting on a sharp half-mile bullet work (:47 1/5) in preparation for this 
outing; likely overlay. 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-12-6-2 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
ROYAL ASSCHER was one-paced in the lane over a wet-fast main track at 
Churchill in her last start but she returns to the grass—a surface over 
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which she broke her maiden—in this spot. Throw out the outing over the 
unorthodox turf configuration at Kentucky Downs and her form looks even 
better. Should be a good price (6-1 on the morning line); dirt-to-turf angle 
looks playable. SENORA ACERO is minor stakes-placed don the grass and 
has the tactical speed to overcome a wide post-position draw. She may 
have been a little short of the shelf in that stakes try at Louisiana Downs 
and come in fresh here too; tends to veer out at the break; needs a clean 
start. Likely chalk CHASTISE gets wheeled back after making short work 
of a maiden allowance field in Lexington two weeks ago, scoring a odds-on 
daylight victory. She’ll try winners for the first time in this spot, but this 
isn’t a deep race; Pletcher barn hitting at a 38 percent strike rate in 
Lexington this meet; formidable at low odds. PARTY BOAT overcame a 
rough start and drew off to win her turf debut at Monmouth back in early 
September, and she has solid dirt form as well sprinting. Daughter of Into 
Mischief will get a ground-saving trip on the hedge and will be prominent 
throughout in a race lacking front-runners; contender. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-8-6-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
The bay DYNAMIC IMPACT seemed to find a class level where he can be 
competitive making his first start for the Ron Moquett barn off a near five-
month layoff. He stalked a quick pace and gave way late facing similar 
open $50K types at Churchill, and he’ll be tighter this time. G3 Illinois 
Derby winner owns a back-class advantage over the field and should be a 
square price; choice. TURNCOAT is another that has some back-class, 
having won a “two other than allowance” on the grass at Woodbine back in 
the summer. New connections are throwing the proverbial kitchen sink at 
him looking for form reversal—class drop, surface change, equipment 
change, turn back in distance—and two of his four lifetime wins have been 
on dirt, one of which coming on the main track at Keeneland; 
contender.  The consistent TOP GATO makes his first start back off a 17-
day rest for new connections after getting haltered out of a open $16K 
claimer at Keeneland on opening weekend. He had favorable pace in front 
of him on which to close last time, and that same scenario figures to unfold 
in this spot; comes running late. REPENT WITH ME needed his last start off 
a 14-month plus layoff, where he stalked the pace then retreated in a six-
furlong event in Indiana that went in a swift 1:09 flat. 2014-15 form is 
solid, and $25K seems to be the right class level; improvement expected. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-5-9  
 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
PRIVATE CLIENT is bred to be a good one, as she’s a half-sister to the 
millionaire and multiple turf stakes winner Keertana, who was also trained 
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by Tom Proctor. Bay daughter of Kitten’s Joy seems to prefer a turf course 
with a little cut in the ground, and has burned money at the windows in the 
past. She finished behind several rivals she will meet again in this spot at 
Kentucky Downs, but she gained some valuable seasoning hooking winners 
for the first time, may not have cared for the undulating turf course and 
had to steady at the five-eighths pole after making a move. She been 
freshened-up and is bred to run all day on grass; dangerous with a clean 
trip. MOONLIGHT SKY folded-up late after setting slow fractions (:24 2/5, 
:50 1/5 and 1:14 3/5) when last seen on a uniform turf course, though she 
did finish with interest in her last outing at Kentucky Downs, where she 
bested four rivals that she’ll meet again in this affair. She’s been breezing 
regularly during her down time; contender. SHE’S SO FINE couldn’t handle 
MOONLIGHT SKY or TIZ MADNESS in her last start, but I like the way she 
closed into soft fractions to get up for fourth over terrain she may not have 
liked. Her form on the grass in New York against arguably tougher rivals is 
solid; 5-1 on the morning line for Maker and company; wouldn’t ignore. 
The homebred CAUSE IOYA is a lightly-raced, well-bred (by Giant’s 
Causeway out of a graded stakes winning Lord At War (Arg) mare) filly 
that is improving. She has encountered trouble at the break in her past two 
starts and tries winners for the first time, but she sports a gap-free work 
tab in Chicago during her time away from the races; threat at a square 
price with a clean start. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-2-5-6 
 
 
 


